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No.:AIBSNLEA/RAJ./2009-10/52                           Dated 24th July’ 2010 
To, 
 Shri A.K.Jain 
 Chief General Manager Telecom, 
 Rajasthan Telecom Circle, 
 BSNL, Jaipur. 
Sub: Posting on promotion of Executives SDE (Telecom) to Executives AGM/DE – 
Request for change/ Modification of certain orders.                   
Respected Sir,  
 In continuation of our earlier discussion, We are constrained  to bring to your 
kind notice that so many senior executive’s has been transferred while ordering posting 
on promotion of executives from SDE to DE issued vide Memo no. STA/8-11/GA/Adhoc 
STS/2010-11/8 dated at Jaipur the 07-07-2010. 
 The BSNL Corporate Office issued instruction/guidelines time to time for 
transfer & posting on promotion, local officiating promotion, making looking after 
arrangement. The matter was discussed to GM (A) & also brought to your kind notice on 
dated 06/07/2010.  
 The BSNL Corporate Office clearly mentioned in the office memorandum on 
dated 01/07/2004 & again clarified the issue to address CGMT, Gujarat Telecom Circle 
on dated 31/08/2009(Copy enclosed) that the senior most officers should be retained in 
the same SSA, subject to availability of vacancy. If all the senior most officers could 
not be accommodate in the same SSA due to non availability of adequate number of 
vacancies, rest junior officer may be posted to other SSA. BSNL Corporate Office also 
follows the same guidelines while issuing the promotion order from SDE (T) to 
AGM/DE vide Memo no. 412-21/2010/-Pers.I dated 30-06-2010. 
 In the above orders senior executive’s picked on stay basis & transfer posted to 
different SSA which is in violation of BSNL Corporate Office instruction/guidelines.
 We therefore request to kindly reconsider & modify the posting on promotion 
order issued on dated 07-07-2010 & posted as per the instruction/guidelines issued by 
BSNL Corporate Office.  

                       With regards,                                          

            Yours sincerely,  

                                            
                            (O.P.JAT)  
                            Circle Secretary 

Copy to: The General Secretary, AIBSNLEA, CHQ. New Delhi - 110 001 
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